CITY OF THORNTON
CITY MANAGER’S OFFICE

AGENDA
Council Update
https://thorntonco.zoom.us/j/98313892864
September 8, 2020
5:45 p.m.

I.

CALL TO ORDER AND REVIEW OF UPDATE AGENDA

II.

REVIEW OF THE FORMAL COUNCIL MEETING AGENDA

III.

BRIEFINGS
A. COVID-19 Update (Estimated 30 Minutes)
B. Public Art Recommendation for Active Adult Center Project (Estimated
20 Minutes)

9/2/20

COUNCIL UPDATE COMMUNICATION
Meeting Date:

Agenda Item:

Agenda Location:

September 8, 2020

A

N/A

Subject:

Goal(s):

Legal Review:

N/A

1st Reading
2nd Reading

COVID-19 Update

Recommended by:
Presenter(s):

Kevin S. Woods KW Approved by: Kevin S. Woods KW

Kevin Woods, City Manager

Ordinance previously
introduced by:

SYNOPSIS:
Staff will provide City Council with updates on the COVID-19 pandemic.
RECOMMENDATION:
This item is for informational purposes only.
BUDGET/STAFF IMPLICATIONS:
None.
ALTERNATIVES:
This item is for informational purposes only.
BACKGROUND (ANALYSIS/NEXT STEPS/HISTORY): (includes previous City Council action)

Incident Overview
•
•
•
•
•

Case & Hospital Data
State Disaster Declaration
State Lowest Positivity Rate
Guidance for Indoor Visitation
Hotspots

Council Authorized Covid-19 Funding

Authorized
Funds

Spent To
Date

Committed, Not
Spent

Remaining
Funds

Status Update

CARES Act Funding ($11.2M)
1. Emergency Business Grant (EBG)

$1,141,400

$1,133,997

$-

2. Thornton CARES Business Grant

1,250,000

493,072

683,796

500,000

227,052

120,000

152,948 16 applications approved, 5 under evaluation, 1 unqualified

1,000,000

67,034

818,886

114,080 Anticipated soft opening on September 17th

5. Keeping Thornton Safe Grant

500,000

-

97,567

6. Covid-19 Food Support

584,576

519,576

65,000

7. Covid-19 Housing Support

162,900

50,000

112,900

8. Covid-19 Mental Health Support

440,357

440,357

-

- 4 programs, continuing to provide mental health services

9. Covid-19 Bill Assistance

110,486

110,486

-

- 60 households qualified, 10 complete with checks issued, 50 pendin

10. Covid-19 Testing

600,000

40,576

186,551

11. Hazard Pay

212,750

212,750

-

$6,502,469

$3,294,900

$2,084,700

3. Regional Retail and Entertainment
Grant
4. Thornton Business Assistance Center

Total Authorized CARES Act Funding
Pending CARES Act Funding

~$1,000,000

Remaining CARES Act Funding

$3,702,832

$7,403 Grant program has ended. 152 applications approved and 44 denied
73,132 39 applications approved, 34 under evaluation, 1 unqualified

402,433 18 applications approved, 4 under evaluation, 2 unqualified
- 17 programs, continuing to provide food support
-

3 programs, 8 Thornton households served so far

372,873 Weekly testing ongoing, averaging 100-200 tests per event
- Payments issued in June/July
$1,122,869

CARES Act
Community Support Programs

Cognitive Learning Center
• $40,550
• Behavioral Health Management $10k
– 500 students x $20

• Stress Management for Parents and
Caregivers $30,550
– 650 Caregivers x $47

Almost Home
Recommendation
• $20,000 (2nd request for funds)
• Rent, Mortgage, & Utility
Assistance
– $3,000 administration
– $17,000 direct assistance

September 8, 2020
Business Assistance Center
Update

Purpose
Update City Council on:
• Progress made on the Alliance / Alianza
Business Assistance Center
• Start up cost and operating budget
• Center opening date and services
• Determine if Council wants a ribbon cutting
event

Alliance

Thornton Business Assistance Center BEFORE pictures

Alliance

Thornton Business Assistance Center construction
pictures

Thornton Pinnacle Center
550 E. Thornton Parkway (suite 170)

Start up and Operation Costs
Estimated costs for 2020 opening
Up to $1,000,000 CARES Funds
• Building improvements and furnishings $271,000
• COVID programming and partner contracts $450,000
• Center operation and staffing cost Aug – Dec $165,171

• Annual center operation cost including lease, office
operation, programming, partner contracts, staff wages
$277,000

Ribbon Cutting
Does City Council want to hold a ribbon cutting/
grand opening event with a private in person
RSVP list and an online live viewing opportunity
for the public?

Questions?

COUNCIL UPDATE COMMUNICATION
Meeting Date:

Agenda Item:

Agenda Location:

September 8, 2020

B

N/A

Subject:

Goal(s):

Legal Review:

N/A

1st Reading
2nd Reading

Public Art Recommendation for Active Adult Center Project

Recommended by:
Presenter(s):

Seve Ghose SG

Approved by: Kevin

S. Woods KW

Deno Kalomas, TASHCO Public Art Subcommittee Member
Alisa Zimmerman, Arts and Culture Manager
Jesse Jimenez, Arts and Culture Coordinator

Ordinance previously
introduced by:

SYNOPSIS:
The Thornton Arts, Sciences, and Humanities Council (TASHCO) Public Art Subcommittee will provide
a recommendation to Council for a custom-designed art piece for the new Active Adult Center (AAC)
at 11181 Colorado Boulevard. TASHCO will request Council’s review and approval of this public art
proposal.
RECOMMENDATION:
Staff recommends Alternative No. 1, approve the recommendation for a custom-designed art piece at
the AAC location.
BUDGET/STAFF IMPLICATIONS:
The total AAC public art budget is $89,100 with $84,000 applied to artist fees and project costs
associated with fabrication, transportation, shipping, installation, insurance, and related warranties, and
the remaining $5,100 budgeted for finalist stipends, signage, and marketing costs. These expenses will
be paid in full through funding provided by the Adams County Open Space (ADCO) Sales Tax as
approved by Council for the 2020 Capital Project Budget.
Staff from Arts and Culture and Open Space Capital Projects will assist with the acquisition, placement,
and maintenance of this new art piece as needed/required at this location.
ALTERNATIVES:
1. Approve the recommendation for a custom-designed art piece at the AAC location.
2. Do not approve the recommendation for a custom-designed art piece at the AAC location.
BACKGROUND (ANALYSIS/NEXT STEPS/HISTORY): (includes previous City Council action)
The TASHCO, TASHCO Public Art Subcommittee and Volunteers of the Active Adult Center Public Art
Panel recommend artist Nick Athanasiou, founder and creative director of Skunk Control from Victoria
University in Melbourne, Australia, for his commission of a large sculptural art piece to be located
outdoors near the new facility’s main entrance. The proposed design will be two, large dichromatic floral
sculptures that touch on nature, technology, and life-long learning. These two pieces will be the first
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public art project created by an international artist for Thornton and will be designed, produced, and
installed in Spring 2021.
Construction of the AAC was completed in July 2020. The public art project is scheduled to be
completed by Spring 2021. However, final award and agreements will need to be completed by
December 31, 2020. This will allow enough time to finalize designs and meet Mr. Athanasios’s
implementation schedule. Please see the attached report for additional details on the subcommittee’s
public art review process for this project.

Public Art Recommendation:
Active Adult Center
TASHCO requests Council’s review and
approval of this public art proposal.

Project History

• In 2019, the TASHCO Public Art Subcommittee was tasked with
identifying a public art piece that would help highlight the new Active
Adult Center.
• The art would help support the Active Adult Center’s overall goals and
visions in addition to promoting the subcommittee’s mission and
guiding principles.
• This public art project has a budget of $89,100 made possible through
funding by the Adams County Open Space Sales Tax.

Project Location
The art piece will be installed at the entrance to the Active Adult
Center located northeast of Margaret Carpenter Recreation Center.
Working area:
• Outdoor piece
• 5’ x 5’ area
• West of the main
entrance
• No weight
restrictions
• Height restriction of
approximately 16
feet

Project Review Process
The review process was split into four rounds:
Round 1:
Preliminary Online
Reviews

Round 2:
Semifinalist Deliberation

Round 3:
Design Presentations

Round 4:
Final Deliberation

105 applications scored
based on their overall body
of work, skill, creativity, and
ability to meet the scope of
the project.

Panel members identified up
to three semifinalists to
award a stipend for the
production of a site-specific
design.

Each artist was scored on
artistic quality, project
feasibility, community
integration, and project
goals.

Panel members review
scores and identify the
finalist that moves forward
and recommended to
TASHCO and City Council.

The RFQ received a total of 105
applicants; 30 (29%) were
Colorado-based artists. Frank
Swanson (based in Littleton) and
Mike Clapper (based in Denver)
were the only Colorado-based
artists to receive qualifying scores
for this project.

Community Review Panel
• Made up of 9 members representing all City wards
including community and art form stakeholders as well
as Active Adult Center staff members
• Panel members donated 108 hours to this process
Name

Ward

City Connection

Frank Newton

Ward 1

TASHCO Member

Marcy Leisten

Ward 1

Community Stakeholder

Maryann Ortega

Ward 1

Community Stakeholder

Deno Kalomas

Ward 2

TASHO Member

Mary Payne

Ward 3

TASHCO Member

Belinda Kromminga

Ward 3

Community Stakeholder

Michelle Nizam

Ward 3

Art Form Stakeholder

Joni Goodwin

Ward 3

Community Stakeholder

Stephanie Ortiz

Ward 4

TASHCO Members

Public Art Recommendation
After several rounds of scoring and deliberation, TASHCO, TASHCO Public Art
Subcommittee, and Volunteers of the Active Adult Center Public Art Panel
recommend artist, Nick Athanasiou, founder of the artist group, Skunk Control,
from Victoria University in Australia, for the commission and production of the
Active Adult Center Public Art Piece.

Dynamic Equilibrium, 2019
Venice, Italy

Bastions of Light, 2019
Brisbane, Australia

Horizon, 2018
Florence, Italy

Proposed Piece
•
•
•

Two stainless steel floral sculptures with dichroic/diffraction optical filters.
Opportunity for City to own first public art piece by international artist group.
Science-based with an emphasis on community outreach and engagement.

Day Time View
•

•

Color and brightness
changes with
environment.
Science similar to the
wings of an insect.

Night Time Illumination
•
•

Internal LED lighting
positioned in crown.
Lights cast color
shadows below the
structure in the
evening.

Artist Justification
•
•
•
•
•

Highest scores and majority vote of panel
Exciting use of technology and materials
Community involvement and community outreach focus
Emphasis on intergenerational engagement
Relevance to our youth and the science, technology, engineering,
art, and mathematics (STEAM) curriculum

Nick Athanasiou’s Scores:
Excellent

Good

Adequate

Poor

Inadequate

Artistic Quality

90.9%

9.1%

0

0

0

Project Feasibility

61%

39%

0

0

0

Community Integration

90.9%

9.1%

0

0

0

Project Goals

81.4%

18.6

0

0

0

Community Outreach Program
Skunk Control provides hands-on outreach programs to communities after
public art installations. These activities help the community better
understand the connections between the science and technology
underpinning the art. Participants can create their own art pieces and
explore how light interacts with structure and how structure creates color.

Questions?

Active Adult Center Public Art
Recommendation Report
Summary
The Thornton Arts, Sciences and Humanities Council (TASHCO), TASHCO Public Art Subcommittee, and the
Volunteers of the Active Adult Center Public Art Panel would like to recommend Nick Athanasiou with
artist group, Skunk Control, from Victoria University for the commission of a large sculptural public art
piece to be installed at the new Active Adult Center. This project will be designed, produced, and installed
in Spring 2021.
The proposed design will be two, large dichromatic floral sculptures that touch on nature, technology,
and life-long learning. These pieces will be the first public art project created by international artists in
Thornton.
Justification
After several rounds of scoring and deliberation, the panel decided that artist, Nick Athanasiou possesses
the creative vision, skillset, and knowledge to meet the scope of this project in addition to supporting the
Public Art Panel’s mission statement.
Athanasiou’s design received high scores in the following criteria:
Nick Athanasiou (with Skunk Control)
Excellent
Good
Adequate
Artistic Quality
90.9%
9.1%
0
Project Feasibility
61%
39%
0
Community Integration
90.9%
9.1%
0
Project Goals
81.4%
18.6% 0

Poor
0
0
0
0

Inadequate
0
0
0
0

The Active Adult Center design was proposed with the community fully in mind. The panel felt that the
artist group’s missions of promoting an understanding and access to technology for communities fell in
line with the Active Adult Center’s vision of promoting life-long learning and wellness.
The panel was impressed with Nick Athanasiou’s attention to detail and the deep scientific research that
had been done on the use of creative materials, as well as the way in which the viewer interacts with their
pieces. Mr. Athanasiou took extra care in understanding that the proposed piece would need to resonate
with a diverse community at all stages of their life. Mr. Athanasiou hoped the piece could speak to the
inner-child of adults, while continuing to engage the imagination and curiosity of youth.
In keeping with their mission statement, the artist group also offers a workshop for the community to
understand the science and technology behind their piece. This workshop can be done online or face-toface depending on future COVID-19 guidelines. The panel felt that providing this service, which is being
offered at no extra charge by the University of Victoria, helps the community build a deeper understanding
and connection to public art and its ability to shape community.
Additionally, the panel felt that commissioning its first international artist would continue our efforts in
bringing Thornton into a contemporary setting; engaged in conversations on art and culture. These efforts
will help to reimagine Thornton as a destination-city on a national and, someday, international scale.
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The design proposal is attached to this report. The presented design is still in the preliminary phase. Details
such as lighting and other engineering requirements will be finalized when the artist can be paid for their
additional schematic work and begin collaborating with City staff to complete the project.
Project Mission
The City of Thornton, in collaboration with TASHCO, TASHCO Public Art Subcommittee, and the Volunteers
of the Active Adult Center Public Art Panel began a worldwide search to identify an artist or artist group
with the skills and creativity to fabricate a large-scale, original public art piece.
The work will help build a diverse and engaging collection of public art that is personal to Thornton and
informed by the community. The artwork will establish Thornton as an innovative and exciting
destination-city; engaged in contemporary conversation on art and culture.
Project Location
This work will be installed at the new Active Adult Center, located at 11181 Colorado Boulevard, 80233.
The piece will be outdoors and installed west of the main entrance of the facility.
RFQ Eligibility
Open to all artists, teams, architectural firms, etc., 18 and older, regardless of race, sex, color, religion,
national origin, gender identity, age, military status, sexual orientation, marital status, or disability.
Preference will be given to those with a proven history of large-scale fabrication and installation.
Project Budget and Breakdown:
The project budget is $84,000, which is inclusive of artist fees and project costs associated with
fabrication, transportation, shipping, installation, insurance, etc. The costs for this project will be
deducted from the 581308.8550.3000 budget number. This budget number is associated with all costs
pertaining to Adams County Open Space Sales Tax projects.
This project is made possible through funding provided by the Adams County Open Space Sale Tax. The
Open Space Sales Tax was approved by Adams County voters in 1999 as a 1/5 of one percent sales tax
authorized through 2006. In 2004, voters approved an increase to ¼ of one percent, or 25 cents on a $100
purchase, and extended the sales tax through 2026. Proceeds from the sales tax benefit parks, recreation,
trails, and open space projects countywide.
Cost Item

Detail

Amount

Art Work

All fabrication/artists costs

$84,000

Stipend

Finalist(s) stipends

$2,100 ($700 each)

Plaques/Signs

Public information

$2,000.00

Misc. Costs

RFP posting/marketing

$1,000.00
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TOTAL

$89,100.00

Review Process
The RFQ received a total of 105 applicants. Out of 105 applications, 30 were Colorado-based artists.
Artists, Frank Swanson (based in Littleton) and Mike Clapper (based in Denver), were the only Colorado
artist to received qualifying scores; moving them forward to the second round. Frank Swanson would
continue to receive qualifying scores and be a project semifinalist.

PROJECT APPLICANTS
National

Local

International

2%

29%

69%

The review process was split into four rounds:
Round 1: Preliminary Online Reviews (four hours)
Each applicant was scored based on their overall body of work, skill, creativity, and ability to meet the
scope of the project. Each applicant was given a score of Yes, No, or Maybe. Applicants who received a
qualifying approval rating moved on to Round 2. Panel members reviewed and scored 1,333 images and
38 videos from applicants. This review was completed on May 16, 2020.
Round 2: Finalist Deliberation (four hours)
Out of 105 applicants, five received qualifying scores and moved on to the second round. Panel members
met via Zoom to discuss and review finalists. Panel members discussed scores and advocated for their
favorite artists to identify up to three finalists who would be awarded a design stipend for the production
of a sight-specific proposal. Below are the results of the first round of online reviews:
Artist Name

Link to Work

Base

Yes

No

Maybe

Linda Howard

lindahowardsculpture.com

Bradenton, FL

67%

16%

17%
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Nick Athanasiou

skunkcontrol.org

Footscray, AUS

60%

20%

20%

Ilan, Averbuch

ilanaverbuch.com

Long Island City, NY

60%

20%

20%

Mike Clapper

mikeclapperstudios.com

Denver, CO

60%

20%

20%

Frank Swanson

swansonstone.com

Littleton, CO

50%

33%

17%

The panel unanimously agreed that Linda Howard and Nick Athanasiou would be invited to propose
designs. However, further discussion was needed to identify the third applicant. Panel members felt that
although artists had strong work, their portfolios and styles did not fit with the new Active Adult Center.
Some artists were recommended as finalists for the Trail Winds Recreation Center public art project.
TASHCO member, Frank Newton recommended artist, Frank Swanson as a finalist for the project. Newton
stated that Swanson’s use of local materials and his close proximity to Thornton may bring something
special to the project. The panel agreed and finalized the three finalists.
Round 3: Design Presentations (four hours)
Three finalists were identified and issued a stipend from the
project proposal in addition to the follow:
● Schematic design
●
● 3D rendering
● Itemized budget including contractor
●
and insurance costs.
●
● Implementation schedule
● Project narrative

project budget to produce a site-specific
Materials list (including supplier
information)
Warranty information
Maintenance information (including
procedures, timelines and estimated city
costs

Proposals were due to Jesse Jimenez, Arts & Culture Coordinator, on Monday, June 29, 2020.
The panel met on Monday, July 6, 2020 to review design proposals. All three artists were invited to
present their design to the panel. Artists were given 30 minutes to present their design and another 15
minutes for questions from the panel. After each presentation, panel members discussed and were
asked to complete a score card.
Round 3: Final Deliberation (two hours)
After reviewing each presentation, the panel deliberated and reviewed scores. Nick Athanasiou was
identified as the winner based on scores and overall feedback from the panel members. His design
activated the space and impacted a broad audience. The panel was impressed with Mr. Athanasiou’s
approach and his emphasis on community education in his proposal to ensure that residents have buy-in
and understanding.
Below is a breakdown of all scores:
Nick Athanasiou (with Skunk Control)
Excellent
Artistic Quality
90.9%

Good
9.1%
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Adequate
0

Poor
0

Inadequate
0

Project Feasibility
Community Integration
Project Goals

61%
90.9%
81.4%

39%
9.1%
18.6%

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

Excellent
31.3%
30.3%
17.9%
17.9%

Good
50%
60.6%
42.9%
42.9%

Adequate
18.8%
9.1%
32.1%
32.1%

Poor
0
0
7.1%
7.1%

Inadequate
0
0
0
0

Excellent
0%
16.7%
0
0

Good
53.3%
26.7%
0
0

Adequate
40%
50%
78.3%
87.5%

Poor
6.7%
6.7%
17.4
8.3%

Inadequate
0
0
1%
1%

Frank Swanson
Artistic Quality
Project Feasibility
Community Integration
Project Goals
Linda Howard
Artistic Quality
Project Feasibility
Community Integration
Project Goals

MAJORITY VOTE
Athanasiou

Swanson

Howard

0%

100%

The panel unanimously agreed to move forward with Nick Athanasiou’s proposal.
Three Active Adult Center staff members were present and provided their input to the panel as well.
Active Adult Center Staff unanimously agreed that Nick Athanasiou was also the strongest candidate.
The TASHCO Public Art Subcommittee saw no issue with the proposed work and selected artist. The design
proposal was approved on July 6, 2020.
Review Panel Members
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In total, the nine members of the Active Adult Center Public Art Review Panel volunteered 108 hours to
ensure that this project was not only a fair and competitive process, but also informed by the community.
Below are the names of the volunteers who donated their time to work with the TASHCO Public Art
Subcommittee:
Name
Frank Newton
Deno Kalomas
Mary Payne
Stephanie Ortiz
Belinda Kromminga
Bruce Thomas
Juli Wald
Marcy Leisten
Maryann Ortega
Michelle Nizam
Joni Goodwin

Ward
Ward 1
Ward 2
Ward 3
Ward 4
Ward 3
Ward 4
Ward 1
Ward 1
Ward 1
Ward 3
Ward 4

City Connection
TASHCO Member
TASHCO Member
TASHCO Member
TASHCO Member
Community Stakeholder
Community Stakeholder
Community Stakeholder
Community Stakeholder
Community Stakeholder
Artform Stakeholder
Community Stakeholder

Disclosure Form
Boards & Commissions Standards
Boards & Commissions Standards
Boards & Commissions Standards
Boards & Commissions Standards
Conflict of Interest Discloser Form
Resigned

Resigned
Conflict of Interest Discloser Form
Conflict of Interest Discloser Form
Conflict of Interest Discloser Form
Conflict of Interest Discloser Form

TASHCO Approval
A recommendation was made to the July 13, 2020 TASCHO Board meeting. The recommendation was
unanimously approved to move forward through the recommendation process and seek Thornton City
Council’s final approval.
Council Approval: TBD
Staff Advisors
Name
Jesse Jimenez
Lisa Ranalli
Janice Koch
Miriah Clarke-Postle

Title
Arts & Culture Coordinator
Older Adult Program Manager
Recreation Coordinator; AAC
Guest Relations Specialist; AAC

Timeline
The construction of the Active Adult Center was completed in July 2020. The public art project is scheduled
to be completed by Spring 2021. However, final award and agreements will need to be completed by
December 31, 2020. This will allow enough time to finalize designs and meet Mr. Athanasios’s
implementation schedule.
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New Active Adult Center
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New Active Adult Center

SKUNK CONTROL
Short Background and some Previous Works
Skunk Control create engaging and immersive experiences that provide audiences with opportunities to make discoveries. Drawing on
technology, design and art; our backgrounds in engineering and science and our fondness for all things left of field, we like to as in the case
of Alice convince others of as many as 6 impossible things before breakfast. We also develop and run outreach programs for the
community that focus on the art and technology that underpins our creations.

8

Luminous Intervention

Un/determined De/vices

Bastions of Light

9

Pestilent Protrusions

10

Video of Skunk Control in Action

Luminous Intervention (Federation Square, Melbourne)
A Kinetic Installation (petals open and close to reveal a specialised internal illumination which counteracts
darkness by seeding and dispersing light).
A more elaborate and larger version if been designed for presentation in Asia in 2020-2021.

11

Horizon (Florence, Italy)

12

Horizon (Pacific Werribee, Melbourne)

13

Epiphany’s Genesis

14

Altar to the Future

15

Altar to the Future

16

New Active Adult Center

SKUNK CONTROL
OUTREACH / COMMUNITY PROGRAMS

17

Above: Outreach program undertake within
environment created for these programs. Example
children built equipment so as to investigate the
forest around them.
Left: Programs run fro Shopping centres that focus on
18
light and colour.

Prevaricated Frequencies
(Flinders Street Station)

Skunk Control also provided a hands-on outreach program for school students near the
installation site. The activities explored how light interacts with structure and how
structure can facilitate colour. Students created their own art piece and were provided
with information relating to the technology underpinning the works
https://vimeo.com/155611836
19

Science Family Night

20

New Active Adult Center

Skunk Control’s Proposal
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New Active Adult Center

Light and Color
Color through
Chemical means

But color can
also be obtained
through
Structural means

22

STRUCTURAL COLOUR
New Active Adult Center

Refer to Nature
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STRUCTURAL COLOUR
New Active Adult Center

Refer to Nature

MEANS of creating colour/light
Via both Reflection and Transmission
via non-biological means
Dichroic / Diffraction
Optical Filters

24

Light Flutter

25

New Active Adult Center
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STRUCTURE and STRUCTURAL COLOUR
New Active Adult Center

Dichroic Optical Film (transmission and reflection of colour)

transmission
reflection

purples

Dichroic Optical Film

reflection

reflection
transmission

transmission

pinks

yellows

Dichroic Optical Film

27

New Active Adult Center

Baltic birch panels

28

Make use of leaf pattern
(from internal
baltic birch panels)
for petal design

New Active Adult Center

Baltic birch panels

Maintain internal
leaf design and
explore its use
outside

stainless steel

side profile of patal
(petal is curved)

toughened glass
(laminated and inlaid
with optical filters
eg. Dichroic)

Petals inlaid with
Dichroic / Diffraction
Optical Filters
PETAL PROFILE

Inlaid with
optical filters
29

5 layers make up each petal

2 layers of petals
combined
New Active Adult Center

Curved petals

Inlaid with
glass and
optical filters

2 layers of petals

Crown section

Curved petals

2 layers of curved petals
(these will be inlaid with
Optical materials)

stainless steel (4mm)
lamination/protection
optical filter
lamination/protection
stainless steel (4mm)
30

New Active Adult Center

31

sunlight
New Active Adult Center

examples of structural color in nature
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sunlight
New Active Adult Center

reflection of light

examples of structural color in nature

transmission
of light
(forms color
Shadows)

33

New Active Adult Center

Crown section

Night Time Illumination

Internal lights (LED based)
positioned in top section of
crown.
Light is cast onto top layer of
petals to create color shadows
below during the evening.

Crown section

34

SKUNK CONTROL 2020 © (commercial in confidence)
City of Thornton (Public Art: New Actve Adult Center)
External Work: Introduction

OPTICAL FILTERS

(dichroic and diffraction)

CROWN SECTION

Our proposal (of which there are two versions) for the external space considers a unfurled species of flower
who’s petal design is informed by the internal leaf reliefs (located within the internal Baltic Birch panels) located
within the lobby (see below). The leaf design in these internal panels has been used to create a series of curved
petals (made of stainless steel, glass and optical filters) that will populate the aforementioned flower species. Six
petals form a layer of petals with a series of petal layers making up the flower head. The flower head is
positioned onto a stem and extending out from the center of the flower head is a crown section. This crown
section has embedded within a series of LED lights that provide for night time illumination. During the day, the
sun’s rays will interact with the petals and the specialized filters within these to create constantly changing and
highly vivid color shadows that will animate the nearby landscape and passes-by (at night artificial light will be
used). Changing one’s vantage point of the flowers will also alter the colour palette and alter the vista. The work
will engage both during the day and at night. Details follow over the next few pages.

Inlaid with optical filters
that alter in color throughout the day
(due to their interaction with sunlight)

FLOWER HEAD
(shown here with 2 layers
of petals (6 petals per layer)

Make use of leaf pattern
(from internal
baltic birch panels)
for petal design

FLOWER HEAD

STEM SECTION

Maintain internal
leaf design and
explore its use
outside

side profile of patal
(petal is curved)

stainless steel

toughened glass
(laminated and inlaid
with optical filters
eg. Dichroic)

FLOWER HEAD
(Shown here with white powder coated
curved stainless steel. Will be
inlaid with optical filters)

CURVED STAINLESS STEEL
and TOUGHENED GLASS

PETAL PROFILE

stainless steel (4mm)
lamination/protection
optical filter
lamination/protection
stainless steel (4mm)

Each petal is made up of 5 layers
(stainless steel-laminate-optical
filter-laminate-stainless steel)

Top view of the two layers of petals
one on top of the other
5 layers make up each petal
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2
lower/bottom layer of petals
(top view)

upper/top layer of petals
(top view)

crown section

The Flower head and it’s petals.
As mentioned, six petals arranged around a central point (the crown section) make up
a layer of petals. The frame of each petal is made from curved stainless steel that will
be powder coated white (so as to be capture and showcase color). The stainless steel
frames of each petal are inlaid with two layers of toughened glass. Laminated between
these two layers of glass are a series of specialized optical filters. These optical filters
have the ability to alter light’s passage through them and hence through the glass petal
so as to produce vivid and visceral colour effects.
White light (either from the sun or artificial means) is diffracted into billions of colours
providing for the creation of large ever changing colour shadows that will paint the
landscape and those making use of the space below. Essentially and ever changing
canvas of colour and a vista of ever changing colour is created in real time. The physical
structure of these optical filters is unique. Light’s interaction with these filters is identical
to light’s interaction in nature with certain biological structures such as those found in
butterfly wings and insect exoskeletons where the colours produced are a due to the
micro structures found within the wings and how light is affected by these micre-structures as it interacts with them. Colours here is not produced due to pigmentation but
rather through an interaction with a physical structure. The colours produced are not
diluted and appear rich and vivid (see images below).
One’s vantage point of the flowers will also alter the colour spectrum that is observed.
Throughout the day, the kinetic colour shadows that are cast across the nearby
landscape will also alter colour and move across the landscape (the landscape will
experience a color metamorphosis).
Essentially, the flowers will paint the landscape in ever changing and kinetic vibrant and
rich hues, providing exceptional engagement and a sense of wonder.
The flowers will engage throughout the day, both during the daylight hours and at night.
Each flower has an internal lighting system (positioned within its crown section) which
at night will cast light directly onto the petals, creating colour shadows below when he
sun isn’t available.

crown section

artificial light (LED based)
interacting with petals during the evening.
Creating color shadows at night as well

Materials List
Stainless Steel 316 (UNS S31600),
toughened glass, dichroic optical films,
diffraction gratings, IP66 electrical,
electronics and LED lighting (50-100
Watt). Suppliers to be determined.
The work is active during both day
and night. During the day, the sun’s
rays will interact with the petals
specialised filters to create
constantly changing and highly vivid
colour shadows that will animate the
nearby landscape and passes-by.
Changing one’s vantage point of the
plants will also alter the colours that
are seen.
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examples of structural color in nature

Internal lights positioned in top
section of crown. Cast light onto
top layer of petals to create
color shadows.

examples of colour shadow on ground (here purples & reds are created)

Maintenance Information
Once a year, a quick water wash may
be required. This can be achieved with
a low pressure hose. If rain is plentiful,
this will not be required and the work
will be self cleaning. Glass is both
laminated and toughened and is held
within a stainless steel latice. It has little
chance of undergoing damage.
Additional pre-fabricated petals will also
be provided in case required.
Community Outreach
Skunk Control are more than happy to
provide a hands on outreach program
for the community that explores color
and provides the community with an
opportunity to create a smaller version
of the artwork to take home. This will be
in-kind for the Thornton Community.
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OPTION 1

OPTION 2

Option 1 considers two large unfurled version of the flowering species
(height of the larger of these two flowers is 16.4 feet with a petal span of 70
inches. The accompanying flower has a height of 14 feet with a 70 inch tip to
tip petal span. Each of these flowers comprises of a flower head that has two
layers of curved petals. The frames of the petals are crafted from curved
stainless steel and are white powder coated so as to be best capture color.
The top layer of petals are inlaid with toughened curved laminated glass
comprising optical filters. It is these optical filters that will alter light’s passage
through the glass and create the ever changing colors patterns that will paint
the landscape below. The second layer of petals which sits just below to this
top petal layer
top layer is also made of a white powder coated stainless steel frames, but
(curved stainless steel
these are not inlaid with the aforementioned toughened glass. Instead these
frame, curved glass inlaid stainless steel lower petals provide an additional texture to the colour
with optical filters)
shadows that are cast below. They also provide the flower head with more
depth creating a more visually appealing flower head and flower overall. The
stems are also made of stainless steel (OD of 4.5inches). The work is active
during the day and at night.

Option 2 considers are much taller singular flower which also incorporates a more significant
flower head. Here the flower head spans some 85 inches across. The flower head comprises two layers of curved stainless steel petals both of which are inlayed with curved toughened and laminated glass which are themselves inlayed with specialised optical filters. As in
the option 1, the curved optical filters alter how light interacts with the petals and as a consequence creates the aforementioned vivid and vibrant colors and their respective vivid color
shadows which are projected onto the nearby landscape. The work is active during the day
and at night.

examples of colors

side profile

span of upper petals from tip to tip = 70 inches (for both flowers)

Both uper and lower
layer of petals are inlaid
with curved glass
itself inlaid with optical filters

height ~197inches
(16.4 feet)
bottom petal layer
(curved stainless steel
frame). The white stainless
steel frame will also
be colored by the optical
filter effects from the petals
above.

height ~ 169 inches (14 feet)

span of upper petals from tip to
tip = 85 inches
span of lower petals from tip to
tip = 74 inches

height ~216 inches (18 feet)

pole OD =5.56 inches
pole thickness = 0.26 inches

pole OD =4.5inches
pole thickness = 0.24 inches
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OPTION 1 (2-flowers)
New Active Adult Center

span of upper petals from tip to
tip = 70 inches (for both flowers)
top petal layer
(curved stainless steel
frame, curved glass inlaid
with optical filters)

bottom petal layer
(curved stainless steel
frame). The white
Stainless steel frame
will also be colored by
the optical filter
effects from the
Petals above.

height ~197inches
(16.4 feet)

height ~ 169 inches (14 feet)

pole OD =4.5inches
pole thickness = 0.24 inches
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OPTION 1 (2-flowers)

OPTION 2 (1-flower)

New Active Adult Center

Both upper and lower
layer of petals are inlaid
with curved glass itself
inlaid with optical filters

side profile
span of upper petals from tip to
tip = 70 inches (for both flowers)
top petal layer
(curved stainless steel
frame, curved glass inlaid
with optical filters)

bottom petal layer
(curved stainless steel
frame). The white
Stainless steel frame
will also be colored by
the optical filter
effects from the
Petals above.

height ~197inches
(16.4 feet)

span of upper petals from tip to
tip = 85 inches
span of lower petals from tip to
tip = 74 inches

height ~ 169 inches (14 feet)
height ~216 inches (18 feet)

pole OD =5.56 inches
pole thickness = 0.26 inches

pole OD =4.5inches
pole thickness = 0.24 inches
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New Active Adult Center - City of Thornton
Creative work by Skunk Control 2020©
COSTS ($US)

Implementation schedule

The costs below incorporate Design Testing/ Materials /Manufactire including Labour

-all high level engineering design work can be completed 4 weeks
following selection
-sign off from structural engineers can then be undertaken (following
discussions)
-fabrication will require 6-8 weeks
-transportation can vary in these times but we have allowed for up to
9 weeks.
-installation to be undertaken in the 1st quarter of 2021 or when City
of Thornton elects for this to take place. We will be ready for an
installation when requested.

Flower head(s), prototyping, materials, manufacture and fabrication ( option 1 or 2)
Electronics & internal lighting system
Stem design and fabrication
Artist Fees (part in-kind)
Petal design, fabrication (including curving of ssteel and glass, lamination)
Transport
Installation (inc permits)
Contingency / insurance
Outreach Program (in -kind)
Artist Travel and accommodation (in-kind)
Total

14,000
3,500
8,500
4,000
36,000
5,500
4,500
8,000
0
0
84,000 US dollars

Project narrative
As creators of public art works we want to create works that will be
looked upon by those that have come into contact with them with
fondness, delight and respect for having fostered insight, sparked
curiosity, ideas and for simply been present in moments of transition,
need and celebration. The flower installation we’re presenting we
believe engages and resonates with the individual and the greater
active adult center community, contributing to it and providing connection, surprise, speculation and subsequent extraordinary active
journeys.

POLE (leading up to flower head)

Foundation Bolts
positioning template
(to be removed before positioning pole)

Our group is heavily invested in the health of the individual and their
wellbeing. We feel that this work which is itself undergoing constant
yet vibrant and engaging change lends itself to the ethos of the active
adult center, that of being active, of looking forwards and embracing
new adventures, embracing oneself, providing a motivation and an
opportunity for new experiences and new wonderous discoveries that
can then be shared with the greater community.

FOOTING TO BE SET IN FIRM
NATURAL GROUND OR
CONTROLLED COMPACT FILL

Reinforced
concrete footing,
MIN 32MPA
deformed “N” bar

Ligs at 300 CTS

Footings
can be wider and shallower
(see option 1 and 2 on RHS)
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grout under baseplate
with high strength,
non shrink grout

Footing Approximation
Foundations required for the flowers may change,
depending on final weight and soil conditions.
Pole Diameter : 150mm-219mm o.d. steel
Pole Height : up to 18 feet tall
Base Plate : 4xM24/350 (
Material : Stainless Steel marine grade pole
Foundations cage to include M24 Stainless Steel hold
down bolts to suit base plates
Option 1
Depth : 2500mm (98.4 inches)
Diameter : 750mm (29.5 inches)
Option 2
Depth :750mm (29.5 inches)
Length x Width : 2000mm x 2000mm
(78.7 x 78.7 inches)
Option 2 would serve both flower option 1 and 2.

New Active Adult Center

Thank You
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